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The Kaneb Center supports the pursuit of teaching excellence 
by stimulating scholarly reflection and conversation about teaching 
and encouraging the adoption of practices that enhance learning.



Goals

● Explore,
● Reflect,
● Set goals, and
● Move forward. 
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What is an “Authentic person”?

Montblanc Writing Instrument, antefixus21: flic.kr/p/B19HUr



To know when
you are being authentic
you need a sense of who you are
and whom you want to become.



What is an authentic teacher?



Be sincere, 
candid, honest

Mirror, Tif Pic: flic.kr/p/bf9t3e



Match your actions 
to your values

Value and Action, Outi-Maaria Palo-oja: flic.kr/p/zyE9st



Define yourself,
rather than letting 
others define you

Dictionary, Caleb Roenigk: flic.kr/p/9oWMFS



Act in the interests 
of learners

Sleeping Students / Passionate Teacher, Alex Guerrero: flic.kr/p/Lq6wb



Act like you care about your subject,
that you believe it matters 
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See authentic teaching as a process of 
becoming, not a state of being

Ivy League, Anders Sandberg: flic.kr/p/mXHgR



How does “knowing oneself”
apply to teachers in a classroom?



A new perspective...

Table Flip, stefanjy: flic.kr/p/mBAktp



Critical Self- Reflection

Apply the ideas to yourself

My personality on the classroom is …

My strengths as a teacher are …

I relate to students …

I’m challenged by ….



Choose possibilities 
that are uniquely 
your own

Retirement, Saud Alrshiad: flic.kr/p/9cfDBM



Take responsibility
for your unique
possibilities 
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A few activities to consider

● Complete a personality inventory (StrengthsQuest, etc.)

● Read The Courage to Teach or other writing

● Create or revise a teaching philosophy statement

● Attend Wakonse or make your own time for reflection

● Write a poem or develop a metaphor



We would love to help!

An opportunity for critical reflection

WAKONSE
Conference on College Teaching

May 25-30, 2017


